Approaching quantum-limited amplification with large gain catalyzed by hybrid
nonlinear media in cavity optomechanics
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Amplifier is at the heart of almost all experiment carrying out the precise measurement of a weak
signal. An idea amplifier should have large gain and minimum added noise simultaneously. Here, we
consider the quantum measurement properties of a hybrid nonlinear cavity with the Kerr and OPA
nonlinear media to amplify an input signal. We show that our hybrid-nonlinear-cavity amplifier has
large gain in the single-value stable regime and achieves quantum limit unconditionally.
PACS numbers: 42.60.Da, 03.65.Ta, 42.50.Wk

I.

INTRODUCTION

According to the basic rule of quantum mechanics, any
amplifier always spoils the input signal by adding a certain amount of noise [1]. The added noise for a linear
phase-preserving amplifier is at least the half quantum of
the signal [2]. The non-degenerate parametric amplifier
[3], based on the coherent interaction between the signal
and idler modes driven by the pump field, is the standard
paradigm of quantum limit amplifier [4]. Utilizing the experimental achievement in realizing the non-degenerate
parametric amplifier by superconducting circuits [5–10],
it is used in turn to measure mechanical motion near
quantum limit [11], probe the quantum jump of a superconducting qubit [12, 13], and stabilize quantum coherence [14], etc. Moreover, other kind of amplifiers, such
as the traveling-wave parametric amplifiers [15], which
do not need the cavity but require phase-matching, and
the probabilistic amplifiers [16], which can amplify the
signal noiselessly, have also excited the wide interest.
Cavity optomechanics [17, 18], in which a mechanical
oscillator couples to an optical field by radiation pressure,
is another active realm in recent years. Many interesting progresses have been achieved, such as ground state
cooling of the mechanical resonator [19], optomechanically induced transparency [20–22], optomechanical entanglement [23–25] and EPR steering [26], optomechanical squeezing [27–29], just to name a few. Cavity optomechanics has standout advantage to explore the quantum
behavior at macroscopic level [31], as well as quantum
information processing [32, 33], quantum-classical transition [34, 35], quantum illumination [36], and quantum
heat engine [37].
Except for these promising advances, cavity optomechanics has also been used to realize quantum limited
amplifier. A standard radiation-pressure-coupling optomechanical system can amplify the input signal with
large gain near the quantum limit if the cavity is driven
in the blue-detuned regime [38]. Some other interesting
schemes, such as the reservoir engineering [39–41] and the

reversed dissipation [42], have been proposed to achieve
large gain quantum-limited amplifier. All the above mentioned cavity amplifiers are just the scattering mode of
operation. In addition to the scattering mode, the socalled operational-amplifying (op-amp) mode [43] is another kind of amplifier. The back-action originating from
the interaction between the signal and amplifier, which is
absent in the scattering mode, is essential to determine
the quantum limit of the op-amp mode amplifier [43].
Usually, using the linearly driven cavity as the op-amp
amplifier, the position of a mechanical resonator had been
measured near the quantum limit in the well-known experiment [30]. It is also an interesting question to explore
the performance of nonlinear-cavity amplifier. Actually,
the nonlinear cavity as the op-amp mode amplifier has
been used to measure the qubit with large gain in quantum limit [44, 45]. With the Kerr nonlinear medium in
the cavity, the quantum limit of the cavity amplifier in
the op-amp mode has been studied [46]. To obtain the
large gain, the amplifier operates near (but below) the
single-bistability bifurcation point [46] as close as possible. We would like to stress that this operating condition is not very robust. It is known that only a very
small perturbation of system parameter or external noise
may make the system randomly jump up and down in
the hysteresis curve.
In this paper, we suggest a hybrid-nonlinear-cavity amplifier, which is composed of a Kerr medium and a degenerate optical parametric amplifier (OPA) [47] nonlinear
medium in the cavity, as displayed in Fig. 1, to overcome
the drawback of Kerr-nonlinear-cavity amplifier. We find
that: (i) our hybrid nonlinear cavity amplifier can have
large gain in the single-value stable regime, (ii) the hybridity of Kerr and OPA is crucial to achieve the large
gain, and (iii) the nonlinear cavity amplifier operates at
the quantum limit unconditionally in the low signal frequency.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. III,
we investigate the steady state and its stability of our
hybrid nonlinear-cavity amplifier, and find in the single-
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value stable regime, the cavity amplifier has a large gain.
Next, in Sec. IV we explore whether our cavity amplifier can approach the quantum limit in low signal frequency regime. Finally, a conclusion is provided in the
last section. The basic properties of quantum limit of the
op-amp mode amplifier are reviewed in Appendix.
II.

HYBRID NONLINEAR CAVITY AMPLIFIER

We firstly consider the properties of the cavity amplifier, which has the hybrid nonlinear crystal composed of
a degenerate OPA and Kerr mediums. The cavity with
the resonant frequency ωc and the decay rate κ is also
strongly driven by the input laser with frequency ωd , as
shown in Fig. 1. In the rotating frame, the Hamiltonian
of the cavity amplifier can be written as (~ = 1 in the
following)
Ĥsys = −∆â† â + iG(eiθ â†2 − h.c.) − Λâ†2 â2 + iε(â† − â).
(1)
Here â (â† ) is the annihilator (creation) operator of the
cavity field. ∆ = ωd − ωc is the detuning between the
cavity field and the driving laser. G is the nonlinear
gain coefficient of the OPA, which is proportional to the
strength of the coherent pump field driving the OPA, and
θ is the phase of the OPA pumping field. Λ and ε are
the Kerr coefficient and the strength of the cavity driving
laser, respectively.
The first term in Eq. (1) denotes the energy of the
cavity field. The second and third terms arise from the
coupling between the OPA or Kerr medium and the cavity field, respectively, and the last term is the interaction
between the cavity mode and the input driving laser.
Previously, the optomechanically induced transparency and the cooling of the mechanical resonator with
this kind of hybrid-nonlinear cavity had been investigated
[48, 49]. Very recently, the cavity with only the OPA
medium has been suggested to enhance quantum-limited
position detection [50]. And an amplified interferometer
based on the OPA medium can be used to detect the
state of a qubit [51]. Note that the amplifiers proposed
in Refs. [50, 51] are operated in the scattering mode.
In contrast, this paper explores the performance of this
hybrid-nonlinear cavity amplifier in the op-amp mode.
A.

Steady state of cavity amplifier and its stability

Taking the cavity decay into consideration, we adopt
the well-known input-output theory [52]. In this frame,
the motion of the cavity field can be described by the
Heisenberg Langevin equation, which is derived as
√
dâ
κ
= i∆â + 2Geiθ â† + 2iΛâ† â2 + ε − â − κξ̂. (2)
dt
2
Here ξ̂ is quantum vacuum fluctuation with zero mean.
With the strong external driving laser, the cavity mode

FIG. 1: The schematic of the cavity amplifier with the hybrid
nonlinear crystal, composed of the Kerr and OPA media. Here
ẑ is the input signal to be probed. The output field from the
cavity is measured by the homodyne detection(HD), and the
ˆ is produced.
measurement current I(t)

can be decomposed into
â = α + dˆ

(3)

with the coherent part α = hâi and a small quantum
ˆ According to Eq. (2), the coherent part α
fluctuation d.
in the steady state is determined by
α = 2ε

4G + 2i∆ + κ + 4iΛn̄
κ2 − 16G2 + 4(∆ + 2n̄Λ)2

(4)

with n̄ = |α|2 being the mean photon number n̂ = â† â
in the cavity. It’s easy to obtain the fifth-order equation
for n̄
A5 n̄5 + A4 n̄4 + A3 n̄3 + A2 n̄2 + A1 n̄ + A0 = 0,

(5)

where the coefficients are given as A5 = 256Λ4, A4 =
512∆Λ3, A3 = (384∆2 +32κ2 −512G2 )Λ2 , A2 = (128∆3 +
32∆κ2 − 64ε2 Λ − 512G2 ∆)Λ, A1 = (4∆2 + κ2 − 16G2 )2 −
64ε2 ∆Λ, and A0 = −4ε2 (4∆2 + (4G + κ)2 ) for θ = 0.
Mathematically, the fifth-order equation, which can
not be solved analytically, should have five solutions, in
which at most three roots would be stable. For the cavity amplifier being in the stable operation condition, we
should avoid the multi-stability for the fifth-order equation. In the following, we will solve the fifth-order equation Eq. (5) numerically, and choose the parameters to
make sure that Eq. (5) has a single real root, denoted it
as ns ≡ n̄.
In general, the coherent part α is complex. For simplicity, it is possible to choose the Kerr coefficient as
Λ = Λ0 ≡ −∆(4G − κ)2 /(8ε2 ) such that α being real.
Here, we restrict our study to this situation. Usually,
the photon blockade induced by the Kerr interaction can
greatly suppress the photon number in the cavity. However, this mechanism does not work in our case. Reexpressing the Kerr interaction as Ĥkerr = Λ0 n̂(n̂ − 1)
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with very small value Λ0 ≪ 1, it can produces a selfdetermined phase to ensure α being real. Usually, one
can adjust the phase of the external driving laser to make
αs being real. In this case we will get a seventh-order
equation for ns . To simplify, in this paper we adopt the
scheme by choosing appropriate Kerr coefficient.
Introducing the quadrature operators for the quantum
fluctuation of the cavity amplifier
x̂ =

√1 (dˆ +
2

ˆ† ),

d

p̂ =

√i (dˆ†
2

ˆ
− d),

(6)

and similarly for x̂in and p̂in , with the standard linearizing approximation, i.e., ns ≫ 1, the equation of motion
for the quantum fluctuation can be rewritten as
√
dx̂
= m11 x̂ + m12 p̂ − κx̂in
dt
√
dp̂
= m21 x̂ + m22 p̂ − κp̂in
dt

(7a)
(7b)

with m11 = −κ/2 + 2G cos θ, m12 = −(∆ + 2Λns −
2G sin θ), m21 = ∆+6Λns +2G sin θ, and m22 = −(κ/2+
2G cos θ). The eigenvalues of the matrix


m11 m12
M=
(8)
m21 m22
are obtained as
λ1,

2

=

√
1
(m11 + m22 ) ± K,
2

(9)

with K = (m11 − m22 )2 + 4m12 m21 . The stability of
the cavity amplifier requires that all the eigenvalues λ1, 2
must have the negative real parts. Thus, for a positive
number K > 0 with the condition
√
√
(10)
λ1 = m11 + m22 + K = −κ + K < 0,
we can sustain the stability of the cavity amplifier. That
implies the cavity decay κ should be large enough. Physically, this can be understood as following. The OPA
as the gain medium can magnify the photon number in
the cavity, which may make it unstable. To make sure
that the cavity amplifier works in the stability regime, a
large decay rate of the cavity is necessary to suppress the
amplification of the photon number in the cavity.
B.

Gain of cavity amplifier

From the input-output relation
√
x̂out = κx̂ + x̂in ,

(11)

by solving Eq. (7) in the frequency domain, the x̂ quadrature of the optical field can be expressed as
x̂out [ω] = g̃x [ω]x̂in + g̃p [ω]p̂in ,

(12)

where
g̃x [ω] = 1 + κ(iω − m22)/J[ω], g̃p [ω] = κm12 /J[ω], (13)

and
J[ω] = m12 m21 + (im11 + ω)(im22 + ω).

(14)

Through this
R paper, the Fourier transformation is defined
as Ĉ[ω] = dtĈ(t)e−iωt .
We define the gain of the x̂ quadrature as
g[ω] ≡ |g̃x [ω]|2 .

(15)

In Fig. 2, we plot the variation of the gain as a function
of the frequency. It displays that with the increase of the
cavity decay, the maximum value of the gain decreases
considerably. This figure also shows the gain-bandwidth
tradeoff of an amplifier: with the enhanced gain, the signal bandwidth also goes down.
From Fig. 2, it is apparent that the largest gain is obtained near ω = 0 with a finite bandwidth Bω . Assuming
that the input signal in a very narrow band ω ≪ Bω with
large gain, we can ensure that the amplifier operates in
the zero frequency limit ω → 0. In the following, we only
focus on this limit.
Fig. 3 shows that the zero-frequency gain g[0] goes
down with the increase of the cavity decay rate. As the
OPA is the amplification medium, it is important to explore the effect of OPA on the performance of the cavity
amplifier. We find that g[0] is very sensitive to the value
of OPA coefficient G. For example, the value of g[0] goes
down from 2.4 × 103 to 1.2 × 103 with the small change
of the value of G from G = 120 to G = 118.
To obtain a large gain for the amplifier, Ref. [46] suggest that it operates approaching (but below) the singlebistability transition point for the cavity mean photon
number as close as possible. However, near this transition point, the amplifier should lose its robustness very
easily. That is, a very small random perturbation should
induce it stepping into the bistability regime, and jump
up and down randomly in the hysteresis curve. Compared with Ref. [46], our cavity amplifier has very large
amplification gain in a stable operating condition.
III.

QUANTUM LIMIT OF CAVITY
AMPLIFIER

In previous section, we investigate the amplification
property of the cavity. We find that the cavity amplifier
has large gain with the aid of hybrid nonlinear crystal
composed of the Kerr and OPA media. In this section,
we will explore whether this cavity amplifier can operate
quantum-limited in low signal frequency limit.
A.

Coupling to signal

To completely describe the performance of the cavity
amplifier, we should obtain the forward gain χIF , which
characterizes the effect of the input signal on the output
current of the homodyne detection. Usually, the forward
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FIG. 2: The gain g[ω] as the function of the signal frequency
ω. The other parameter is G = 120ω0 , ε = 103 ω0 , ∆ =
−10ω0 . ω0 is a parameter with the dimension of frequency.
The stability of the cavity amplifier is checked numerically
with these parameters.

homodyne detection, the current operator is defined as
√
Iˆout = κ(cos φh x̂out + sin φh p̂out ).
(18)
Here x̂out and p̂out , determined by Eq. (17), are the corresponding output quadratures of the cavity field. According to Eq. (A3), by solving Eqs. (17) in the frequency
domain, the forward gain of the amplifier is obtained as
√
Aκ 2ns
(m11 sin φh − m12 cos φh ).
(19)
χIF [0] =
J[0]
Here we only focus on the zero frequency limit. This
expression displays that the forward gain is proportional
to the cavity decay rate. It is reasonable physically: the
cavity, as the role of a detector, with large decay can
make it respond to the input signal very quickly.
B.

Without the coupling to the input signal, the homodyne current can be rewritten as

10
ln(n )
s

Iˆ0 [ω] = f1 [ω]x̂in + f2 [ω]p̂in .

ln(g[0])

8

(20)

Here the two functions f1 [ω] and f2 [ω] are derived from
Eq. (7) with the Fourier transformation. In the zero frequency limit, they are expressed as
√
√
f1 [0] = κΓ1 /J[0], f2 [0] = κΓ2 /J[0],
(21)
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FIG. 3: The variation of the mean photon number ns and
the zero frequency gain g[0] with respect to the cavity decay
κ. The other parameter is the same as Fig. 2.

gain χIF is determined by Kubo formula. Here, we can
obtain it by rederiving the equations of motion for the
cavity amplifier with the signal coupled.
Under the standard linearization approximation, the
coupling between the signal and the cavity amplifier Hint
in Eq. (A1) translates into
√
(16)
Ĥint ≃ A ns (dˆ + dˆ† )ẑ ≡ F̂ ẑ
√
with the linearized force operator F̂ = A 2ns x̂. For this
interaction Hamiltonian, the equation of motion for the
cavity field becomes
√
dx̂
(17a)
= m11 x̂ + m12 p̂ − κx̂in ,
dt
√
√
dp̂
= m21 x̂ + m22 p̂ + A 2ns ẑ − κp̂in . (17b)
dt
Compared with Eq. (7), the equation for the operator
p̂ is changed under the effect of this coupling. For the

(22)

and
Γ1 = ν1 cos φh + κm21 sin φh ,
Γ2 = ν2 sin φh + κm12 cos φh .

(23a)
(23b)

Using the correlations between the noises [53]
hxin [ω]xin [ω ′ ]i = hpin [ω]pin [ω ′ ]i = πδ(ω + ω ′ ), (24a)
hxin [ω]pin [ω ′ ]i = −hpin [ω]xin [ω ′ ]i = iπδ(ω + ω ′ ),(24b)
the symmetry noise spectral density of the homodyne
current is obtained as
S̄I0 I0 [0] = κ(Γ21 + Γ22 )/J[0]2 .

(25)

Substituting Eq. (25) into Eqs. (A4), the noise spectrum density of the imprecision noise S̄zz [0] is obtained
as
S̄zz [0] = S̄I0 I0 [0]/|χIF [0]|2 .

(26)

√
For the linearized back-action force F̂ = A 2ns x̂, it
can also be reexpressed as
F̂ [ω] = h1 [ω]x̂in + h2 [ω]p̂in .

(27)
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In the limit w → 0,

√
h1 [0] = −A 2ns κm22 /J[0],
√
h2 [0] = A 2ns κm12 /J[0].

IV.

(28a)
(28b)

Similarly, the corresponding symmetry noise spectrum of
the back-action force is given as
S̄F F [0] = A2 (m212 + m222 )ns κ/J[0]2 .

(29)

in the low frequency limit.
C.

Quantum limit of cavity amplifier

To make the op-amp mode cavity amplifier work near
the quantum limit, we must consider the correlation between the imprecision noise and the back-action force.
Previously, the utility of using this correlations is an wellknown idea in the gravitational wave field [54]. By making use of Eq. (A8), after some extensive but straightforward calculations, the correlation between the current
and the back-action force in the limit w → 0 is obtained
as
µ1 cos φh + µ2 sin φh
(30)
S̄zF [0] =
2J[0](m12 cos φh − m11 sin φh )
with µ1 = m22 J[0]+κ(m222 +m212 ), and µ2 = κ(m12 m11 +
m22 m21 ) − m12 J[0].
Substituting Eqs. (26), (29) and (30) into the left-hand
side of Eq. (A10), straightforward calculation yields

CONCLUSION

In summary, in the system that the nonlinear cavity with a degenerate OPA and Kerr media, we demonstrate that as the op-amp mode of operation, the cavity amplifier has the large gain. We also find that the
added noise by the nonlinear cavity amplifier is quantumlimited. Distinct from only the Kerr medium in the
cavity, which realizes the large gain by operating near
the single-bistable transition, the cavity amplifier with
OPA and Kerr nonlinear mediums can have large gain
in single-value stable regime. As this paper only investigates the low input signal frequency limit, in the future it
will be an exciting topic to explore the effect of the bandwidth on the performance of this hybrid OPA and Kerr
nonlinear cavity amplifier. Our study may be relevant to
the implement of ultrasensitive probing the feeble signal.
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[
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amplification
4
(m12 cos φh − m11 sin φh )
(31)
Here, we review the main aspects of the quantum limit
It’s easy to see
of cavity amplifier in op-amp mode [43]. The input signal
1
ẑ to be probed interacts with the cavity photon number
(32)
S̄zz [0]S̄F F [0] − (S̄zF [0])2 ≡ .
4
n̂ = â† â as
That implies the cavity amplifier unconditionally works
Ĥint = Aâ† âẑ.
(A1)
in the quantum limit. To obtain this result, we use
−m11 = κ + m22 .
It is a standard radiation-pressure coupling in cavity
Last but not least, for a quantum limited amplifier, the
optomechanical system, if ẑ denotes the position of a
signal susceptibility χzz [ω] should satisfy the following
nanomechanical oscillator. This dispersive interaction is
two optimal conditions [55]
also used to probe the state of the superconducting qubit
q
[56]. Here A is a constant, and F̂ = Aâ† â is the back|χzz | =
S̄zz [ω]/S̄F F [ω],
(33a)
action force. The interaction can shift the frequency of
ReS̄zF [ω]
Reχzz
the cavity field and the phase of the output field. To
=
(33b)
probe this phase shift, we adopt the homodyne detec|χzz |
S̄zz [ω]S̄F F [ω]
tion, where the output from the cavity field âout (t) is
in order to saturate the inequality Eq. (A7). Usually, the
mixed with a reference beam. The homodyne current
condition Eq. (33a) can be satisfied by tuning of the couˆ is described by
I(t)
pling strength A between the signal and detector. And
p
the condition Eq. (33b) implies that Imχzz [ω] = 0, which
ˆ = B κ/2[eiφh âout (t) + h.c.].
I(t)
(A2)
can be achieved for a damped harmonic oscillator working far from the resonant. In this paper, we assume that
Here B is the dimensional constant, and φh is the phase
the conditions in Eqs. (33a) and Eqs. (33b) are achieved
of the reference beam. Without loss of generality, we set
and our cavity amplifier works in the the zero signal freB = 1 throughout this paper.
quency limit, thus we mainly concentrate on the quantum
Supposing that the coupling between the signal and
limit inequality Eq. (A10).
the cavity amplifier is weak enough, according to linear
S̄zz [0]S̄F F [0]−(S̄zF [0])2 =

6
response theory [57], as a good approximation, the output current should linearly relate to the input signal
Z ∞
ˆ
ˆ
hI(t)i = hI0 (t)i +
dt′ χIF (t − t′ )hẑ(t′ )i.
(A3)
−∞

Here hIˆ0 (t)i is the current without the coupling to the
signal.
From this linear relation, the imprecision noise spectral
density is introduced as
S̄zz [ω] ≡ S̄I0 I0 [ω]/|χIF [ω]|2

(A4)

in the frequency domain, which describes the effective
signal fluctuation referred from the current noise. Here
the symmetrized spectral density of output fluctuation is
defined as
Z
1
1 ∞
ˆ I(0)}i
ˆ
dteiwt h{I(t),
= (SII [ω]+SII [−ω])
S̄II [ω] =
2 −∞
2
(A5)
with the average h i taking with respect to the state of the
uncoupled detector. The noise spectral density is defined
as
ˆ I[ω
ˆ ′ ]i.
2πδ(ω + ω )SII [ω] = hI[ω]
′

(A6)

the effective temperature TN [ω], which has the standard
bound [43, 58]
q
1
kB TN [ω]
≥ ( S̄zz [ω]S̄F F [ω] − (ReS̄zF [ω])2 − ImS̄zF [ω]),
~w
~
(A7)
where S̄F F [ω] is the noise spectral density of the backaction force, and S̄zF [ω] describes the correlation between the back-action and impression noises
S̄zF [ω] = S̄IF [ω]/χIF [ω].

(A8)

The symmetry spectrum is defined as
S̄IF [ω] =

1
∗
(SIF [ω] + SIF
[−ω]).
2

(A9)

Note the fact that there is no the reverse gain χF I = 0
has been used in deriving Eq. (A7).
For the simplest case that the signal frequency is much
smaller than the relevant quantity, we can consider the
zero signal frequency limit ω → 0. Under this condition,
Eq. (A7) reduces to the Heisenberg inequality [59]
S̄zz [0]S̄F F [0] − (S̄zF [0])2 ≥ ~2 /4.

(A10)

Except for the imprecision noise, the back-action noise
is another essential side for the op-amp mode of operation. As a result, the total added noise produced by
the cavity amplifier, is composed of the back-action noise
originated from Eq. (A1) and the imprecision noise in
Eq. (A4). The total added noise can be considered as

This corresponds to the fact that the amplifier must add
noise at least the same as the zero-point fluctuation of
the signal source kB TN /~ω ≥ 21 . We would like to stress
that even though the quantum limit of the op-amp mode
resembles to the counterpart of the scattering mode, they
are completely different. There is no back-action in the
scattering mode.
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